Hi there! This document is meant to be a quick guide to our CS147 project for the Mid-Fi prototype. The prototype is pretty self-explanatory, but there are a few sections which we'd like to discuss in a bit more detail.

If you visit our project page at http://stanford.edu/class/cs147/projects/learning/speakup/ you can find links to our report, prototypes, and this document.

For a list of the Wizard of Oz techniques and limitations of our product, see the following section:

### STUDENT UI ###

**LIMITATIONS**

Sign up for a class (student task 1):
* Settings button doesn't do anything
* Instead of letting you type to search, we automatically fill in CS147

Answer a question (student task 2):
* Clicking "Go back to answer" should redirect you to the previous page with the selected answer highlighted

Submit feedback on a lecture (student task 3):
* No major limitations

Ask a question to the instructor (no task number assigned):
  * The question submitted by the student will not be listed in the list of questions
  * Input is not cleared when you return to the ask screen

### WIZARD OF OZ TECHNIQUES ###

**GENERAL:**
* Settings button doesn't do anything

**Sign up for a class (student task 1):**
  * Can't click either of the other two classes (Linguistics 1 and ME 80)

**Answer a question (student task 2):**
  * The specific question being asked has been hardcoded into the UI

**Submit feedback on a lecture (student task 3):**
  * No major WoZ

**Ask a question to the instructor (no task number assigned):**
  * No major WoZ

### LECTURER UI ###

**LIMITATIONS**

View Feedback on lecture (lecturer task 1):
* Page is fully static, not driven by any data
  * Axes labels on the graph appear too small

Answer questions from students (lecturer task 2):
* The resolve button only works for the first question, though the resolve all button works

Pose questions to the students (lecturer task 3):
* Cannot select any existing questions
  * Add and delete choice buttons do not work
  * Labels used when inputting question text are ignored
  * Can only ask one question to students
### WIZARD OF OZ TECHNIQUES ###

**GENERAL:**
* Settings button doesn't do anything
* Can only select CS147, no other classes work
* Cannot add a lecture
* Can only select lecture 3

**View Feedback on lecture (lecturer task 1):**
* All data is hardcoded into the UI

**Answer questions from students (lecturer task 2):**
* All data is hardcoded into the UI

**Pose questions to the students (lecturer task 3):**
* All data is hardcoded into the UI